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Mandana Karimi gets slut-shamed over posting topless picture
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Recently, Mandana Karimi posted topless picture on her Instagram page and trolls on social media spammed her post
with lewd comments.

 Mandana Karimi is becoming quite popular with social media trolls.
 
 
 New Delhi: Former Bigg Boss contestant Mandana Karimi is becoming quite popular with social media trolls. Every
time she posts a picture in a bikini, she gets trolled brutally. Recently, the actress posted topless picture on her
Instagram page, and they spammed her post with lewd comments.
 
 Mandana Karimi has been skinny-shamed, body-shamed, and also trolled on religious grounds for wearing a bikini quite
a few times but it doesn't affect her at all. She posted the picture as, "It's not your job to like me. Its mine ??
@sashajairam is this really me ? ?? Who are you? ?? #killingit #fitnotskinny #loveyourself."
 
 Some of them called her next Sunny Leone, and some of them asked her to spend a night with them. The comments
are so crass that they can't be incorporated in this story.
 
 
 
 
 
 Mandana Karimi has lost oodles of weight and has undergone drastic transformation after her Bigg Boss stint. The star
went through a lot in the past one year from injuries to a broken marriage. Her marriage hit a rough patch last year,
barely after five months of their nuptials, when her husband and his family allegedly abused her and kicked her out of
her marital home. They also asked her to leave acting profession.
 
 Few months back, Mandana also debuted in fiction TV genre with Ishqbaaz where she played a character with negative
shades. The actress got positive feedback for her role. Apart from Bigg Boss 9, Mandana Karimi has acted in movies
like Kya Kool Hain Hum, Main Aur Charles and Bhaag Johnny.
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